ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Graphs (or networks) are ubiquitous and powerful mathematical structures used for modeling objects and their interactions. In graph representation, objects are modelled via nodes, and interactions between objects are modelled via connections or edges between the nodes. Graph analysis methods have been successfully applied to the analysis of social, computer, brain, and biological networks (Newman, 2003 , Bassett and Sporns, 2017 , Krivitsky et al., 2009 , Costa et al., 2008 , Zitnik and Leskovec, 2017 , Brown et al., 2014 . Point clouds refer to datasets where a collection of objects or nodes are presented without connections. Many methods have been deployed to extract features from point clouds, either via hand-crafted features or automatically derived features via deep learning, for different machine learning tasks such as segmentation and classification (Gumhold et al., 2001 , Qi et al., 2017 .
Graphlets and motifs are two related concepts used to describe small patterns or subnetworks that occur in large networks. Graphlets, small connected non-isomorphic induced subgraphs of a large network, were introduced by Pržulj et al (Pržulj et al., 2004) as measures of local network structure.
Network motifs, on the other hand, are interconnected patterns significantly and highly recurrent in real-world networks compared with random networks (Milo et al., 2002) . Consequently, graphlets and motifs are regarded as the basic building blocks for large networks and graphs.
Decomposing large networks into their base graphlets and calculating occurrence frequencies (i.e., GFD), provide robust features to differentiate between networks and discover their underlying signatures.
Graphlet patterns can vary based on the number of the nodes k and their connectivity in each subgraph. The number of possible connectivity patterns of a graphlet increases exponentially with k and hence increases the complexity of enumerating the graphlets in big graphs. Typically, graphlet patterns are extracted for k=2, 3, 4, and 5 nodes. Moreover, finding some of the patterns are NP-hard problems (e.g. finding the clique, or fully inter-connected set of vertices, of maximum size) and require efficient approximate counting algorithms . Many methods have been proposed to find graphlet patterns in networks (Marcus and Shavitt, 2012 , Hočevar and Demšar, 2014 , Shervashidze et al., 2009 ). In particular, the parallel graphlet decomposition method is very fast, scalable and supports extracting macro and micro graphlets features and counting both connected and disconnected graphlets.
Graphlets have been widely used for a myriad of applications such as network similarity, network alignment, biological and protein networks, prediction and classification, image segmentation, etc. (Pržulj et al., 2004 , Pržulj, 2007 , Dutta and Sahbi, 2017 , Kollias et al., 2012 , Bressan et al., 2017 , Zhang et al., 2013 , Shin et al., 2016 , Shervashidze et al., 2009 . Recently, graphlets/motifs are exploited as a high-order connectivity patterns information for network clustering (Benson et al., 2016) , and fast local graph clustering and community detection tasks (Yin et al., 2017 ).
Recently, we described a graph-based complex network analysis clustering method to analyze the 3D point cloud of single molecule localization microscopy (SMLM) super resolution microscopy data. The method consists of an integrated pipeline that includes network construction, multiple blink correction, noise filtering, and cluster segmentation, analysis and identification using machine learning. Application of unsupervised learning network analysis and machine learning to point clouds of Cav1, the coat protein of cell surface caveolae invaginations, reported a modular structure for caveolae, similar to that determined by cryoEM (Stoeber et al., 2016 , Ludwig et al., 2016 , as well as three non-caveolar scaffolds, including a previously unreported hemispherical scaffold domain . Caveolae invagination requires the adaptor protein CAVIN1 (also known as Polymerase I and Transcript Release Factor Protein PTRF and referred to in this manuscript as CAVIN1/PTRF and, for brevity, PTRF). Here we apply supervised machine learning approaches, leveraging GFD features and a CAVIN1/PTRF TIRF mask to form training data, to identify CAVIN1/PTRF-associated Cav1 domains and use graphlet analysis to classify and compare the Cav1-labeled domains. We show that graphlets are highly efficient classifiers that distinguish caveolae from scaffolds. Comparison of unsupervised and supervised learning, the latter using a CAVIN1/PTRF mask, suggests that CAVIN1/PTRF associates not only with caveolae but also scaffold domains.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
We summarize the abbreviations and acronyms used in this paper in Table 1 Following network construction from the Cav1 point clouds, multiple blinking from single fluorophores and closely associated fluorophores is corrected, noise/background is filtered out and clusters identified, as previously described . We then applied our established unsupervised learning approach based on topological, shape and network features to identify Cav1 clusters (blobs). We previously learned four groups of Cav1 blobs and, through matching the learned groups from both PC3 and PC3-PTRF populations, we identified the blobs types, (Table   in Fig. 1E ), as PP1 (S2 Scaffolds), PP2 (caveolae), PP3 (S1B scaffolds) or PP4 (S1A scaffolds) . Alternatively, we used a wide field CAVIN1/PTRF mask for supervised learning in which blobs were classed as either "in mask" or "out mask". Every blob is processed as shown in Figure 1C , where a network is constructed for every blob and the different graphlet patterns are extracted for k=4 nodes (Fig. 2B ). The graphlet patterns are then counted and used to find the GFD for the connected and disconnected graphlet patterns of every blob. Figure 1D shows representative images of all Cav1 clusters, Cav1 clusters in (PTRF+) and out (PTRF-) of the CAVIN1/PTRF mask and unsupervised learning classification of blobs as PP1, PP2, PP3 or PP4
( Fig. 2A) . Quantification of blob distribution showed that all four classes of Cav1 blobs were present in and out of the CAVIN1/PTRF mask, with caveolae (PP2) more present in the PTRF+ blobs, small S1A (PP4) and S1B (PP3) scaffolds less present and hemispherical S2 scaffolds (PP1) present amongst both PTRF+ and PTRF-blobs (Fig. 1E) . In light of the heterogenous distribution of the various classes of Cav1 blobs in and out of the CAVIN1/PTRF mask, we decided to classify the blobs using random forest classification based on GFD features. A. An overview of the proposed method. The Cav1 protein is labeled for SMLM imaging. The CAVIN1/PTRF mask is used to obtain the ground truth labels for blobs to define PTRF+ and PTRF-classes. The SMLM data is processed using used for cluster analysis of labeled Cav1 proteins, including modules to correct for multiple blinking of single fluorophores, filtering, segmenting, and identifying the blobs using unsupervised learning . We also used the wide-field CAVIN1/PTRF TIRF mask to classify Cav1 blobs for the supervised learning task. Graphlet features were extracted for every blob network at various PTs. We used a parallel graphlet decomposition library to extract feature vector for every network. Feature vectors from all the blobs were used for machine learning classification and identifying biosignatures for the different Cav1 structures. C. To get graphlet features for a single blob, a network is constructed for the 3D point cloud of a single blob and graphlets are then counted in every network. GFD features are derived from connected (g41, g42, g43, g44, g45, g46) and disconnected (g47, g48, g49, g410, g411) graphlet patterns for k=4 nodes. GFD features can be extracted for connected graphlets alone, disconnected graphlets alone, and for both connected and disconnected graphlets. We showed the process of extracting graphlet features for some of the Cav1 blobs in Figure 2B . D. 3D views of a PC3-PTRF cell showing all Cav1 blobs, PTRF+ Cav1 blobs in-mask (blue) with remaining blobs, out-mask, labeled as PTRF-(green), and blobs classified based on unsupervised learning as PP1, PP2, PP3 and PP4 blobs . E. Percentages of blobs for each group in-and out-mask and distribution of blobs within and without the CAVIN1/PTRF mask are shown.
To extract the graphlet features, we constructed networks for every blob based on the PT between each pair of molecules within the blob. The nodes represent molecules in the network, where interaction between the neighbouring molecules is represented as an edge (Fig.1C, Fig. 2B ). We leveraged the parallel graphlet decomposition method to extract graphlet features from the blobs' networks. The parallel graphlet decomposition method extracts macro (global) motif counts for the motifs with k=2, k=3 and k=4 nodes, micro-motif counts, and the GFD features. As the micro and macro features are highly dependent on the number of nodes in the network, we based our analysis on GFD features with k=4 nodes ( We show a representative blob from each group. The blobs are labeled based on the CAVIN1/PTRF mask into PTRF+ and PTRF-classes or labeled based on the unsupervised labeling method into four classes (i.e. PP1, PP2, PP3, and PP4). B. Networks at PTs of 40 and 80 nm are shown and examples of graphlets in the networks are given. Graphlet features for k = 2, 3, 4 nodes were extracted and counted from the blobs. The GFD features were extracted for k = 4 nodes.
RESULTS
We first applied GFD analysis to the 4 classes of Cav1 domains previously identified in PC3-PTRF cells (PP1: S2 scaffolds; PP2: caveolae; PP3: S1A scaffolds; PP4: S1B scaffolds) based on topology, shape and network features . As can be seen in Figure 3A , frequency distributions for the 11 k=4 graphlets vary amongst the four classes of blobs, shown here at PT=80
nm. Given that we describe each blob with a vector of features and that this vector is high (multi) dimensional, visualizing these features is not straightforward as with 2 or 3-dimensional vectors.
In our work, the vectors are 11-dimensional capturing the distribution of the frequency of the 11 graphlets used in this paper. A powerful and well-known approach for visualizing highdimensional vectors is t-distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding, which is commonly referred as t-SNE (Maaten and Hinton, 2008) . t-SNE works by optimally projecting high dimensional feature vectors to lower dimensional 2D so they can be easily displayed. The projection is optimal in that it minimizes the difference (measured via the Kullback-Leibler divergence) between the conditional probability distributions (probability of picking neighbouring high-dimensional feature vector j given reference vector i) before and after the projection and hence retains the local structure and reveal the important global structure In t-SNE plots, each point represents the feature vector of a blob (after projection to 2D space). t-SNE visualization for the GFD features clearly show distinct groups for caveolae (PP2), hemispherical S2 scaffolds (PP1) and overlap between the similar and smaller S1A (PP4) and S1B (PP3) scaffolds.
One-versus-one classification between the four groups (i.e. for M=4 groups, we will have to the merge threshold applied and the maximum to the largest blob size. Caveolae (PP2) showed a high classification accuracy, sensitivity, specificity and area under ROC curve (AUC) against all three scaffold groups (Fig. 3B ). Classification accuracy was highest versus S1 scaffolds (PP3, PP4) that were most poorly distinguished from each other (Fig. 3B,C) . Progressive increases in classification accuracy between caveolae (PP2) and S2 scaffolds and then S1 scaffolds is highlighted by the graph showing average classification accuracy over the 20-300 nm PT range (Fig. 3C) . Use of GFD feature based classification has therefore corroborated Cav1 cluster classification based on topology, size and shape features . We also used the one-versus-all classification ( Fig. S1B ) and used the voting to combine the results of all the classifiers to get the multi-class classification accuracy (Fig. S1C) . The results correspond to the one-versus-one classification results. Moreover, the multi-class classification results show that the classification loss (which measures the predictive inaccuracy of classification) is <10% when the PT is between 50 -160 nm. GFD features best discriminate and identify Cav1 domains in the 50 -160 nm PT range. A. GFD features of S2 scaffolds (PP1), caveolae (PP2), S1B scaffolds (PP3) and S1A scaffolds (PP4) extracted using the 3D SMLM Network Analysis pipeline. Histograms of the connected and disconnected GFD features extracted from the networks at PT=80 nm are shown. t-SNE visualization of the GFD features shows a 2D view of the projected features that depicts how the blobs from different classes are distributed. B. Machine learning classification of the four groups using the GFD features extracted at various PTs. In the classification task, we used the oneversus-one strategy for the four groups multi-labeled data to classify the blobs with four classes. In total, we have six classifiers that show all the pairs of groups of classification results. The binary classification shows the performance of classifying every group against the other groups at various PTs. We show the classification results for the binary classification task by reporting the accuracy (Acc), sensitivity (Sen), specificity (Spe), and area under ROC curve (AUC). We also showed the result of using one-versus-all and the multi-class classification results in the Supplementary Figure S1C . The bar plot shows the average classification accuracy over the used PTs for the binary classifiers in (B) above. High classification accuracy suggests that the groups are distinct and the classifier can discriminate and identify them. Low classification accuracy suggests that the classifier misclassify some of the blobs and unable to discriminate them due to the similarity and overlapping of their GFD features.
We then applied GFD classification to PTRF+ and PTRF-blobs. Figure 4A shows the processing of the CAVIN1/PTRF mask by applying the morphological closing operation to remove small holes in the mask and superposition of segmented Cav1 blobs on the CAVIN1/PTRF mask for correspondence analysis. Using this method, Cav1 blobs touching the mask are "in" mask and others "out" mask. Binary GFD pattern analysis shows a high degree of overlap between the PTRF+ and PTRF-classes for all graphlets. GFD similarity between the two classes is highlighted by extensive overlap in the t-SNE visualization and the low (~65%) classification accuracy between the two groups (Fig. 4B,C) . A wide-field CAVIN1/PTRF mask (white) is used to label blobs as PTRF-positive (PTRF+) or CAVIN1/PTRF-negative (PTRF-) (supervised labeling) or to assign the learned and matched groups as S2 scaffolds (PP1), caveolae (PP2), S1B scaffolds (PP3) and S1A scaffolds (PP4) blobs (unsupervised labeling) as in Figure 1D . B. GFD features for the blobs when using the CAVIN1/PTRF mask to label the blobs into PTRF+ and PTRF-are shown as histograms of connected and disconnected GFD features extracted from the networks at PT=80 nm. t-SNE visualization of the GFD features shows that the blobs are not well separated when using the CAVIN1/PTRF mask to label the blobs. C. We used the CAVIN1/PTRF mask to label the blobs as PTRF+ and PTRF-then applied machine learning classification after extracting GFD features. We show the classification results for the binary classification task by reporting the accuracy (Acc), sensitivity (Sen), specificity (Spe), and area under ROC curve (AUC).
CAVIN1/PTRF is required for caveolae formation and known to associated with caveolae (Hansen et al., 2013 , Hill et al., 2008 , Liu and Pilch, 2008 . Caveolae are larger than scaffolds (Khater et al., 2018) and volume and number of nodes (molecular localizations) analysis of the four classes of blobs defined by unsupervised learning identified a clear size demarcation between caveolae (PP2) and larger S2 scaffolds (PP1) at 2.48x10 6 nm 3 and 60 nodes (Fig. 5A ). This is consistent with Khater et al, , where we reported that caveolae contained 109±52 predicted molecular localizations and had a minimum number of localizations of ≅ 60. Correlation between number of nodes and volume showed that 60 nodes clearly segregated caveolae (PP2) (blue) domains from the three scaffold domains and that 2. blobs from PC3 cells, that lack CAVIN1/PTRF and caveolae (Fig. 5B) . Similarly, PTRF+ ≥60 node blobs showed high classification accuracy (i.e. >90%) with PTRF-blobs from PC3-PTRF cells and PC3 blobs; importantly, PTRF+ ≥60 node blobs were accurately classified as distinct from ≥60 node blobs from PC3 cells highlighting that GFD classification is not based on cluster size. PTRF+ <60 node clusters showed poor classification accuracy (i.e. <65%) with PTRF-nodes.
The improved classification accuracy due to volume and number of node stratification is more clearly shown in the t-SNE plot (Fig. 5B ) and the graph analysis of average classification accuracy over PT 20-300 nm (Fig. 5C ). These results suggest that while association with the mask effectively identifies large caveolae, smaller Cav1 clusters (i.e. scaffolds) cannot be distinguished based on their association with the CAVIN1/PTRF mask.
Figure 5. Application of other learned features (number of localizations, volume) to improve blob identification using the CAVIN1/PTRF mask. A.
The volume and number of localizations for the blobs labeled using the unsupervised labeling method ) and then, extracting GFD features for machine learning classification to automatically classify the blobs at various PTs. C. The bar plot shows average classification accuracy of the blobs over the used PTs for the binary classifiers in (B) above. Number of localizations and volume cut-offs improves blob identification.
We then compared classification similarity between the supervised and unsupervised learning approaches (Fig. 6) . Caveolae (PP2) showed low classification accuracy (i.e. <45%) with the large PTRF+ ≥60 nodes group and high classification with small PTRF+ and PTRF-clusters.
Conversely, S2 (PP1), S1B (PP3) and S1A (PP4) scaffolds showed high classification accuracy with large PTRF+ clusters and reduced classification accuracy with small PTRF+ and PTRFclusters ( Fig. 6 A,B) . Plotting GFD for each graphlet shows excellent matching for caveolae GFD signatures from PP2 and PTRF+ blobs greater than 2.48x10 6 nm 3 or greater than 60 nodes (Fig. 6 C,D). Small PTRF+ blobs (<60 nodes) closely match PTRF-blobs and show significant reduction in one connected and two disconnected graphlets. Similar analysis of the unsupervised learning groups shows that larger hemispherical S2 scaffolds (PP1) are most similar to caveolae (PP2) and that the smaller S1B (PP3) and S1A (PP4) scaffolds most closely match the PTRF-group (Fig. 6 C,D). Identifying the Cav1 domains via classification of all combinations of blob groups using unsupervised learning-based blob labels {PP1, PP2, PP3, PP4} or CAVIN1/PTRF mask-based supervised learning {PTRF+ ≥60, PTRF+ <60, PTRF-}. The classification results show similar and dissimilar groups based on extracted GFD features at various PTs. For example, low classification accuracy of PP2 and PTRF+≥60 suggests that the GFD features of these two groups are very similar and represent the same group of Cav1 domains (i.e. caveolae). B. Bar plot shows average classification accuracy of blobs over the used PTs for the binary classifiers in (A) above. C. GFD signatures for the blobs at PT=80 nm using the different labeling methods. Using either number of localizations or volume cut-offs to label PTRF+ blobs leads to similar GFD biosignatures. D. Depicting GFD biosignatures for blobs from the various groups shows that the similar Cav1 domains have similar feature trends. For example, PP2 blobs have almost identical features to PTRF+≥60 and PTRF+≥2.48×10 Caveolae show a high frequency of 4-path (g46) graphlets while small scaffolds show increased frequency of 4-clique (g41) and 4-chordal-cycle (g42) at low PTs that increase for all domains with increasing PT in relation to blob size (Fig. 7A) . Conversely, 4-node-independent are more frequent in large blobs at low PT and disappear from all blobs at high PT values. This highlights the high interconnectivity of nodes within Cav1 domains (Fig. 7B) . Interestingly, all groups show a similar frequency of 4-tailed triangle (g43) at low PT whose decreasing frequency at higher PTs corresponds to blob size. Further, 4-cycle graphlets are absent from all Cav1 domains (Fig. 7A ).
In contrast, we observe a high frequency (>60%) of 4-node-1-triangle (g47) disconnected and 4-tailed-triangle (g43) connected graphlet patterns in all Cav1 domains that vary in proportion to blob size. . Choice of merge threshold will necessarily impact the number of predicted localizations studied and use of a fixed 20 nm threshold will not necessarily take into consideration the reduced axial resolution of cylindrical lens-based 3D SMLM. Nevertheless, application of a 20 nm to the SMLM data set obtained from PC3-PTRF cells effectively identified and distinguished caveolae from smaller scaffold structures (Khater et al., 2018) . Importantly, the caveolae identified showed structural similarities to those predicted by cryoEM (Stoeber et al., 2016 , Ludwig et al., 2016 .
The current study extended that work to include a wide-field mask for CAVIN1/PTRF, a required adaptor for caveolae formation (Hill et al., 2008) . The demonstration here that GFD-based machine learning classifies caveolae Cav1 blobs with large (>60 nodes) CAVIN1/PTRF-positive (i.e. PTRF+) blobs confirms that the 3D SMLM Network Analysis pipeline, as applied here, can enable structural analysis of Cav1 domains. The low classification accuracy of PTRF+ and PTRF-blobs contrasts the high classification accuracy of PP1, PP2, PP3 and PP4 groups. Classification accuracy improved upon stratification of the PTRF+ blobs based on size, either number of nodes or volume. This suggests that smaller S1 and/or S2 scaffolds also interact with the wide field CAVIN1/PTRF mask. While resolution of the wide-field CAVIN1/PTRF mask is significantly reduced relative to the SMLM-characterized Cav1 blobs, this data suggests that CAVIN1/PTRF is not exclusively associated with caveolae, but may also interact with Cav1 scaffolds.
High classification sensitivity (or high true positive rate) (Fig. 3B , 5B) means that the classifier correctly identifies the PTRF+ blobs, while at the same time lower specificity (true negative rate) means that PTRF-blobs are harder to identify and the majority of the mis-classified blobs are from negative blobs. The specificity and sensitivity show that positive blobs have less mis-predictions.
The models with high sensitivity and low specificity are good for catching actual positive cases.
Machine learning-based classification of the various Cav1 domains with graphlet analysis helped us to: 1) identify the Cav1 domains and draw their biosignatures; and 2) find the best range of PTs to identify significant molecular interactions (classification loss and mis-prediction is <10%) in each of the Cav1 domains. Classification accuracy is reduced at PTs below 50 and above 150 nm due to the less discriminatory GFD features at these ranges of PTs (Fig. S1C) . This suggests that molecular interaction should not be studied at an arbitrary spatial scale since there is a critical range of spatial distances within which class-specific molecular interaction occurs.
Frequency of some molecular interaction patterns in certain structures distinguishes them from other structures (i.e. every biological structure type has unique patterns of its molecular interactions). For instance, the highly connected 4-clique (g41) and 4-chordal-cycle (g42) GFD patterns (Fig. 3A, Fig. 7A ) have higher frequencies in both S1A and S1B scaffolds compared with S2 scaffold and caveolae. At the same time, the less highly connected 3-star (g45) and 4-path (g46) patterns have lower frequencies in both S1A and S1B scaffolds compared with S2 scaffolds and caveolae. The high frequency of 4-clique (g41) patterns is indicative of saturation of molecular interactions and suggest that S1A and S1B scaffolds contain a higher frequency of stable patterns of strong intermolecular interactions. Indeed, S1A scaffolds correspond to SDS-resistant Cav1 homo-oligomers detected biochemically (Monier et al., 1995 , Sargiacomo et al., 1995 .
Interestingly, the 4-cycle (g44) closed chain pattern is essentially absent in all Cav1 domains at all proximity thresholds (Fig. 7A) suggesting that a planar square pattern of molecular interaction is not associated with Cav1 domains. This is consistent with the reported presence of regular hexagonal profiles in the polyhedral cage of the Cav1 caveolar coat observed by cryoEM (Ludwig et al., 2016) . Figures 3A and 5B show that the projected GFD features depict more clustering behaviour amongst the blobs from similar classes. The separation of the blob classes in Figure 3A is better than Figure 5B and much better than Figure 4B . Also, it shows that the clustering behaviour of the PTRF+ blobs is much clearer after stratification based on the number of molecular localizations (Fig. 5B) . The overlap of the GFD features for some of the PTRF+ ≥60 blobs with some of the PTRF-blobs may be due to the commonality of GFD features that appear in blobs from the different Cav1 domains.
The t-SNE visualization in
This study represents the novel application of graphlet analysis to point clouds generated from SMLM data sets. Graphlets represent features that can be used to classify biological structures, define biosignatures associated with specific biological structures and identify molecular interaction motifs associated with specific biological structures. Extension of this approach to biological structures other than Cav1 domains is warranted. We extract D graphlet features for each of the resulting N×T networks from all the blobs at all thresholds using parallel graphlet decomposition . We (Fig. 1C) The 4-node graphlets have 11 patterns (Fig. 1C ) that can be arranged into connected and disconnected graphlets to extract GFD features . The connected graphlets have 6 features (g41, g42, g43, g44, g45, g46 ) and disconnected graphlets have 5 features (g47, g48, g49, g410, g411) . The GFD features can be extracted for the connected graphlets alone, the disconnected graphlets alone, and for both the connected and disconnected graphlets. For example, the GFD for the connected graphlet g41 can be calculated by using the equation
COMPETING FINANCIAL INTEREST
where 4 is the total number of recurrences of the pattern g41 in the network. That is, the GFD finds the frequency of a given pattern in a network relative to the other patterns.
Machine learning classification of the blobs
The supervised machine learning task (classification) requires the feature vector for every blob as well as its class (ground truth GT label). The blobs classes were obtained using two different methods. Let Y1 be the classes obtained using the first blob's labelling method and Y2 are the classes when using the second labelling method. PP2, PP3, PP4] . Where yi is the class label for blobi. For the PC3 population, the blobs can take only one label, PTRF-.
Our goals from using the classification model are: 1) to automatically identify the blobs, 2) to build a learning model that can be used to label the blobs of unknown samples, and 3) to show that the blobs have differences and use the extracted features to identify the different blobs (Cav1 domains) signatures.
In all the classification experiments, we used the 10-fold cross validation strategy. We used sampling to obtain a balanced number of blobs for the classification task. For example, the total number of positive blobs is 857. The same number is sampled from the negative blobs to have a balanced dataset.
We divided the binary classification into the following based on the source of the extracted blobs 2) Classifying the blobs from both populations. Positive blobs taken from PC3-PTRF and the negative blobs taken from PC3. Where the PC3 population have pure PTRF-blobs.
3) Classifying the blobs from both populations positive blobs taken from PC3-PTRF and the negative blobs taken from PC3 (Fig. 5B) , where the minimum number of molecule per blob chosen to be ≥ 60 (excluding all the small blobs). This experiment shows that the graphlets features are very good features to discriminate between the blobs classes even when the number of molecules in the negative class is the same as the number of molecules in the positive class. Which means that there are intrinsic properties in the negative features that made the classifier discriminate them using the subtle graphlets features.
We used the random forest classifier to classify the blobs based on the GFD features. The classification accuracy, specificity, and the sensitivity are reported at each proximity threshold.
Multi-class Classification
Sensitivity and specificity are generally used to measure the performance of the binary classifiers.
We find the sensitivity and the specificity measures for the multi-class classification from the confusion matrix (Fig. S1A ) as and and calculate the values per class as seen in the confusion matrix (Fig. S1A) , where it shows an example of finding the evaluation measures for PP3 class. Where, the TP is the true positive, FN is false negative, TN is true negative, and FP is the false positive. For PP3 class, , and , , , . The same idea applied to calculate the sensitivity and specificity for the other classes (i.e. PP1, PP2, and PP4). The accuracy measure for the multi-class classification is calculated using the correctly classified blobs divided by the total number of blobs.
Formally, using the confusion matrix (Fig. S1A) , . classifying the multi-labeled blobs using one-versus-all strategy. The specificity and sensitivity results were reported when using one class versus all by using the confusion matrix in (A). C. The results of the multi-class classification accuracy when using a voting scheme. It shows that the best range of PTs to identify the different Cav1 domains is 50 -160 nm.
